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Raman Sharma 

            
         Arrival at Katra Station (N/s- Katra) 
          
         Check in into hotel, fresh up & have dinner.                              
           

         Katra Darshan (N/s- Katra)  

                               

         After breakfast,climb for mata Vaishnav Devi Darshan.You can hire a 
pony,horse or climb by walking. You can also go by battery car(start waliking 
from BanGanga upto 6 kms & reach adkuwari to catch battery car.) 

         Katra Local (N/s- Katra)  

          After rest in hotel you can go for shopping in evening. 

 

         Katra – Pahalgam (250 kms- 8 hrs.)(N/s- Pahalgam) 

         After breakfast,leave for Pahalgam.On the way ,visit Khuni Nalla.Pass 
through Nassari Tunnel (Length13kms.) .Also pass through Jawahar Tunnel 
(3 kms).Lunch would be provided on the way. On arrival to Pahalgam, check 
in into hotel and fresh up & have dinner.  

           

          Pahalgam –Srinagar (90 KMS -3 HRS)(N/s- Srinagar)  

                                     

After breakfast, proceed to enjoy photography at below places by local taxi.  
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            Aru Valley                      Betab Valley                     Chandanwari     
  

 
  It is famous for its peaceful                It lies between two         Enjoy snowcapped mountains  

     environment and scenic                 Himalayan ranges           & glaciers melting into Lidder                             

                    beauty.                            Pir Panjal & Zanskar                 river even in summer. 

                

               Srinagar - Gulmarg – Srinagar(130 kms/ 2.30 hrs)(N/s-Srinagar) 

 

                 After Breakfast you will proceed towards Gulmarg - known as 'Meadow of 

Flowers'. It is surrounded by snow covered Himalayas.It has  world’s 2nd highest 

Gondola ride. Please carry a valid photo id proof with you.  

After LUNCH,check out from 
hotel,proceed to Srinagar. En-route 
visit Cricket bat factory and pass-by 
the Pampore Saffron fields. 

 

Day 6 
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After enjoying the ride, travel back to Srinagar.On the way, we take a halt for lunch. 

En-route view the apple orchards and visit “Carpet Art Emporium” for shopping. 

Overnight stay at Srinagar.  

             Srinagar- Sonamarg-Srinagar (204 kms/6-7 hrs) (N/s-Srinagar)   

After breakfast,leave for Sonamarg (known as Meadow of Gold) and with 

snow-capped mountains set against a spectacular blue sky.The Sindh River flows 

through the valley. Ponies can be hired for the trip  to snow/glacier, which is a major 

local attraction during summer.  

           

                                

 
 SRINAGAR (N/s-Srinagar)                
           Explore local sightseeing of beautiful Srinagar. 

  

 

   Once you reach Gulmarg,a 20 mins of walk 

is required to reach the Gondola’s starting 

point.You can also hire a horse ride. Buy the 

tickets from the ticket counter for the phase 

as per your choice.  The Gondola ride has 2 

phases.1st-- Gulmarg–Kongdoor 9mins(₹ 

700 approx) (NandaDevi,LOC&PirPanjal 

range) 

2nd -- Kongdoor- Apharwat -12 mins(₹ 900 

approx) 

Those who do not take ride have free time to 

play and enjoy in the snow.You can also do 

ice skating. 

 

Day 8 

Day 7 
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Check in into hotel, have lunch & later proceed to the 3 beautiful Mughal gardens: 

        Shalimar Bagh                    Nishat Bagh               Chashme Shahi          

 

  Biggest garden with lawns                 12 terraced Mughal                 Smallest garden  on the 
   fountain pools & flower,                    garden built on eastern            hill having fresh water  
  beds with chinar trees.                             side of Dal Lake.                                spring. 

                                     

                         

Note :You can carry an empty water bottle to fill the fresh water flowing in Chashme 

Shahi garden. 

DAL LAKE 

In evening,you can take Shikara ride 

on Dal Lake to enjoy floating 

garden,Lotus farming,bird 

watching,Nehru Park alongwith the 

beauty of the surrounding mountains 

(Zabarwan Range).In 1 shikara ,3 /4 

persons can travel together.Charges 

would be applicable on hourly basis. 

 

          Shankaracharya Temple 

The temple is at a height of 1,000 feet (300 m) above the valley floor  and can be 

reached in 10-15 minutes by climbing 243 

stairs. Ensure that you reach this temple before 

5 pm as the army doesn’t allow four wheelers 

after 5 pm. Enjoy stunning views of the locales 

from up there after offering prayers to Lord  

Shiva. 
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             Srinagar – Katra (240 kms/6-7 hrs.) (N/s-Katra)   

 
After breakfast, leave for Katra. On the way,take halt for lunch.  
 
 
 

                Katra 
 

               After breakfast, drop at Katra railway station. 
 
 
 

 
 
# Additional Information: 

➢ The lunch provided on the way would be short lunch like chole bhature or similar.  
➢ Garden entry fees and Shikara ride fees would be at your own cost.  
➢ Package includes Pahalgam sightseeing and Shankaracharya temple charges. 

 
 

 

             Journey ends with Sweet Memories. 
  

 
 

 

Day 9 

Meals: Breakfast  

 Meals: Breakfast ,Lunch,Dinner 

Day 10 
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